100 YEARS SWISS TELECOMMUNICATIONS
In 1952 it will be a hundred years since telecommunications
were introduced in Switzerland. From very modest beginnings they
have developed into a complex, world-wide organisation. In order
to celebrate this occasion the Administration of P.T.T. issued a
set of four special stamps.
The set comprises four values of 5, 10, 20 and 40 Centimes.
They will be sold at all Swiss post offices at the nominal face
value from the 1-st of February, as long as stock lasts, but not
later than until the 31-st of December 1952.
The designs and colours are as follows:
5 C. Telegraph, orange and yellow; 10 C. Telephone, green, bluegreen and pink; 20 C. Radio, reddish violet, pink ana grey-blue;
40 C. Television, dark blue and light blue. Stamp size 29x 24 mm
Picture size 26x 21 mm. The designer was Pierre Gauchat, graphic
artist, Zurich. The stamps were printed in rotary intaglio
mretcihnCgouavsIrmpS.A,LaChux-deFons.
The paper is white, lightly hatched, with admixture of red aril
blue fibres, the gum is smooth. There are 50 stamps per sheet,
printed from a cylinder or two sheets kA and n). The margins bear
a legend indicating the jubilee, motif, value and duration of
validity.
-

A special postmark was designed by Hans Thoeni, graphic artist, Be rne,
and served exclusively for cancellations done by the Philatelic Agency on
February 1, 1952. The inscription in German means: "100 YEARS ELECTRICAL
COMMUNICATIONS IN SWITZERLAND". The cancellation was applied on February
1-st to all postal articles sent to the PTT Philatelic
agency not later than on that day and posted at a Swiss
post office. The postmark was also applied,on request,
to loose stamps and sheets, stamps mounted on collectors'
leaflets, sheets of paper etc.
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Postmarks and Cancellations
By

Eduard Greminger (

Direction general et PTT )

' split into various departments, dealing with
Among the rare postmarks of the period
are those of Swiss offices abroad.
the sorting and delivery, parcel mail, money
Already before the transfer of the postal
orders ("M andate", see illustration), journals,
services to the Confederation, several of
Poste Rest ante, Accounts, etc. All these main
departments were equiped with postmarks indithe Cantonal Post offices maintained such
post offices in France and Italy, to speed
cating the special purpose, and there is still
up the carriage of mail by Swiss post coaa host of these postmarks in use, complicated
ches. But as late as 1865 Swiss postage
by the three languages of the country. With the
stamps and Swiss postmarks were used by
increase of population the need for many new
Swiss post agencies in Northern Italy, where
branch offices arose, and we now find postmarks
the postal services -partly owing to polieither indicating the location
tical upheavals - were not altogether
of the post office (for inst ance
ZURICH -PREDIGER PLATZ, or numreliable. Of special interest are the post- bers, like ZÜRICH -FIL. IV, the
marks of the agencies in Camerlate near
FIL, st anding for Filiale which
Como, which still operated in the Sixties,
means Branch Office). Ambulant
and those of Chiavenna, Domodossola, Luino,
post offices are now becoming
Pontarlier etc. Switzerland also maintain- quite frequent and the postmarks indicate the
ed -if only for a short time- a post office
train route in addition to the word BAHNPOST,
in Mil an . Even to-day there are two Swiss
as the illustration on the right
postal agencies on Italian soil, at Luino
shows. The first "special post and Domodossola, because Swiss postal coaoffice" comes into being on the
ches and a Swiss railway line run through
occasion of the National Exhibi In 1880 we encounter larger circular posttion in Zurich in 1888. The special
marks once again. For over 20 years prior
cancellation used there is now
to that the usual diameter was 20 to 23 mm.
fairly difficult to obtain. In 1905 yet anFrom 1880 onwards, for a long time, the
diameter was widened to 25 mm. The vertical other ch ange in the diameters was decided
upon, the Basel 10 post office was the first
lines in the two segments now become much
to receive the new large postmore heavy, the reason being that the Post
Office authorities hoped to prevent in this mark measuring 27 mm. But the
enormous increase of the post
way any abuse of using already postmarked
traffic finally brings the end
light and easy to remove (see
to hand stamping in the large
illustration, top right).
sorting offices and the machine
With the increasing trade and
takes the place of the hand
postal traffic the great reorinstrument. The first machine was installed
ganisation had now become
at the Berne main office in 1911, and Geneva,
ganisation had now begun. Post
Lausanne, Basel, Luce rne, Zurich 1 and 3,
offices in larger toms were
and St.Gall followed suit.
The rapid and interesting development of the
methods of cancellation, the introduction of
slogan and propaganda postmarks and many other
features in this enthralling field of collecting
will be sketched in a concluding article, on
some future occasion we hope to deal with mode rn
methods of mass-mail cancellations.
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FORGERIES OF CROSS-OVERPRINT OFFICIALS

Te hear from Berne that copies of the 10c.
purple, No.203, Type I, have appeared on the
stamp market with a Cross overprint ( as
the Officials of 1938), and are being offered at exhorbitent prices as a "rarity".
These overprints are forgeries. The Type I
of this stamp vas never overprinted with
the Cross for official use,and does not
exist thus. Th e only genuine overprint was
applied on Type II (redrawn No.203 A) both
on smooth and grilled papers.
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THINGS TO WATCH
THE =ABA SHEET 1
is the fourth best
miniature sheet of
all issued since
1934. This is made
clear by the official
announcement by the
PTT that only
121,147 Lunaba
sheets were issued
of which number only 108,000 were actually sold to
the public. Only three other Miniature sheets exist
in smaller numbers, namely the NABA-sheet (50,000)
National Fete 1940 (75,384) and National Fete 1941
(118,041). In the last case, it should be noted, that
the actual sales of the LUNABA sheet were lower.
Although miniature sheets are not popular with some
collectors, the LUNABA sheet undoubtedly offers a
very good "investment" at to-day's price.
!DAY OF STAMP" SPECIAL POSTMARKS are meeting lately
with greatly increased interest from collectors and
dealers in Switzerland, and some of the earlier postmarks are now extremely difficult to come by. It was
net until 1937 that the Swiss Post Office granted a
special cancellation for the "Day of Stamp" and the
following postmarks of this kind
exist: 1937 (5.XII), Berne; 1938
(4.XI),BaselLusane,Lugano;
1939 (3.XII), Berne and St.Gall;
1940 (1.XII),St.Gall and Lucerne
1941 (7.XII), Zurich; 1942 (6.60
Geneva; 1943, (5.XII), Fribourg
and Zurich; 1944 (3.XII)
terthur; 1945 (2.XII), Berne; 1946 (8.111.),
Sion (Sitten), 1947 (7.XII.), Lucerne;
1948 (5.XII),Schaffhausen;
1949 (4.XII), Vevey; 1950
(3.XII),Grenchen; and 1951
(2.XII),Berne. On most of
the occasions local philatelic societies or dealers
issued special envelopes or
postcards, but even on ordinary covers the special cancellations provide an interesting and inexpensive
sideline of Swiss collecting.

THE "THIRD" TYPE OF THE 20 CENTIMES LANDSCAPE 1949
As if the two types of the 20 C. No.301 had not caused enough
Mss, some of our readers exitedly report the "discovery" of
a "third type". But, fortunately, this is not a rarity and there
is, indeed, nothing new about it. The "third type" is simply the
coil stamp, distributed from automatic machines. The few minor
differences and the lighter shade are the results of different
printing method. The coil stamps can be bought in sheets of fifty
stamps - parts of the endless strips from which the coils are
cede up. The coil stamp certainly deserves a place in the collect
ion, and we will describe it in more detail in the next issue.

(We can supply the coil stamp at 7d. mint & 4d. used)

NATIONAL FETE 1951. Numbers issued: 5 C. 1,637.282; 10 Centimes
2,871,390; 20 C. 2,406,843; 30 C. 846,028; 40 C. 951,355.

